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Digital Futures Awareness – Web Science
Universities want to recruit the best students, the IT industry bemoans a skill shortage in computing and IT related employment, government is changing the school curriculum to introduce more computer science into undergraduate education. An understanding of digital futures can be informative for the newly graduated student and inspiring for students facing future career choices.

Students who you wish to encourage to study subjects in the computing disciplines.
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**WHO IS IT FOR?**
- A-Level Students

**REFERENCE**

Interactive infographic including an interview with a Web Science professor

Introduction students to a new emerging science

To be displayed on the university website to explain web science in an engaging way

**FIND OUT MORE AT:**
- [http://infogr.am/Web-Science-78288](http://infogr.am/Web-Science-78288)
- [http://www.edshure.soton.ac.uk/10000/](http://www.edshure.soton.ac.uk/10000/)
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